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Abstract 
Parking functions on [n] = {1 . . . . .  n} are those functions p:[n]--~ [n] satisfying the condition 
I{i: P(i)<~r}l>~r for each r, and are (n + 1) "-L in number. These are equinumerate with 
allowable input-output pairs of permutations of In] in a priority queue. We present a new 
bijection between parking functions and allowable pairs which has many interesting invariance 
properties. We extend our bijection to allowable pairs of multisets and introduce valet functions as 
the corresponding extension of parking functions. Using our bijection, we interpret the inversion 
enumerator for trees in the case of allowable pairs. We end with a comparison of our bijection 
with other known bijections involving these combinatorial structures, including a new bijection 
between parking functions and labelled trees. @ 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
1. Introduction 
The combinatorial properties of  parking functions have attracted interest for some 
time. Much is known about these functions and how they relate to other combinatorial 
structures, such as trees. Recently, allowable pairs of  permutations of  a priority queue 
have also been studied. In this paper, we study these two classes of  objects, which 
turn out to be closely related. 
After introducing some notation in Section 2, we define parking functions in 
Section 3, together with some background material on the subject. The same is done 
for priority queues and allowable pairs in Section 4. In Section 5 we define the notion 
of  'breakpoint' for both parking functions and allowable pairs, and in Section 6 we 
present our bijection between these objects. In Section 7 we introduce valet functions, 
which turn out to correspond to allowable pairs of  permutations of  a multiset. We also 
note an interesting bijection between valet functions and k-way trees, which restricts to 
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a new bijection between parking functions and labelled trees. In Section 8 we present, 
with a detailed proof, the bijection between valet functions and allowable pairs for a 
multiset. This bijection, of  which our first bijection is a special case, is both output 
and breakpoint preserving. (The output of  the various objects involved is defined in 
Sections 3, 4 and 7.) In Sections 9 and 10 we give an alternative description of  the 
bijection of  Section 6 and an interpretation for allowable pairs of  the inversion enu- 
merator for trees, showing that our bijection preserves this too in a suitable sense. We 
conclude in Section 11 by comparing our bijection to other bijections involving parking 
functions and priority queues. 
2. Notation 
We write [n] for {1,2 . . . . .  n} and [n]0 for [n]U{0}, with the convention that 
[0] = (~. We will often think of  a function p : [n] -+ [n] as the sequence of its values 
p(1) . . . . .  p(n) (sometimes even omitting the commas). Similarly, we will often 
regard a permutation a ESn as either a sequence aja2...crn or as a bijection 
a:[n]---+ [n]. I f  (ai) is a sequence, we will also use a to refer to it. In the case that 
each ag E N, we write Ma for the multiset {la~,2 "2 .. . .  }. 
From Section 7 onwards, we will be considering functions p :  [k]-~.~([n]) with 
[p(i)[ =ai for each i, where ~(f2) denotes the power set of f2. We will list the 
elements of  each p(i) as pi(1), pi(2) . . . . .  pi(ai). The order in which we do so turns 
out to be unimportant for our results, so without loss of generality, we will assume that 
they are listed in increasing order. We will also write pl(1) . . . . .  p, ( j -1 )  as shorthand 
for the initial subsequence of p j (1)  . . . . .  pl(al ), p2(1) . . . . .  pk(ak) up to, but excluding, 
pi(j), even in the case that j -  1. 
3. Parking functions and major functions 
Consider a one-way street with n empty parking spaces in a row. There are n drivers 
who wish to park in these spaces and they arrive one at a time. Each driver has a 
preferred parking space, to which she drives. I f  it is empty, she parks there, but if not, 
she parks in the next available parking space if there is one. If, however, the rest of  
the spaces are occupied, she leaves without parking. I f  all of the cars are able to park, 
we call the sequence of preferred positions a parking function. 
Formalising this description, we define a parkin9 function to be a function 
p : [n ]  ~ [n] for which the following algorithmic function returns TRUE, and we write 
P,, for the set of all parking functions on [n]. Our arrays are indexed starting at 1 
and we follow the convention that the body of a loop headed by a condition such as 
'for i := 1 to 0 do' is never executed. 
function Test Parking( p, n ) 
L := empty array of  length n + 1 
for i :=  1 to n do 
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l0 :=min{/: l>~p(i) and L[l] is empty} 
i f l t~=n+l  then 
return FALSE 
else 




If the algorithm returns TRUE, we write rc,,(p) for the permutation (L[1],L[2] . . . . .  
L[,]) of [n], calling it the output of p. We note that if p is a parking function and 
r - r r , , (p) ,  then r I( i)>~p(i) for each i. 
Parking functions were introduced by Konheim and Weiss [12, Section 6] (with a 
slightly different scenario) as a colourful way to study a hashing problem. In their paper, 
they proved that the number of parking functions on [n] is (n + 1)" I Further proofs 
of this fact followed, including a beautifld one by Pollak (see Riordan [17, Section 2] 
and Foata and Riordan [5, Section 2]), a simple extension of which is used to prove 
Theorem 2 below. (An alternative description of Pollak's proof in group-theoretic terms 
is given by Stanley in [21, Section 2; 22, Section 3].) Knuth [11, Section 6.4] surveys 
the results about parking functions known at that time. (His description is given in 
terms of a hashing algorithm, but see also Exercises 6.4-29-6.4-31 in which the parking 
function description is presented.) 
Several bijections between parking functions on [n] and other sets of combinato- 
rial structures are known. The first published bijection between parking functions and 
acyclic functions on [n] (which are trivially representable by labelled trees on [nb) 
was by Schtitzenberger [19]. Kreweras [13, Section 6] gives a bijection that maps la- 
belled trees with k inversions to parking functions with k probes. (Probes are dcscribed 
below and inversions are described in Section 10. Note also that our parking functions 
correspond to Kreweras's uites majeures under the bijection p(i)~-~ (n + 1) pli). ) 
Moszkowski [15, Section 3] gives another bijection, in which a node of the tree with i 
children corresponds to a parking space in which i cars prefer to park. Pollak (see Rior- 
dan [17, Sections 3 and 4] and Foata and Riordan [5, Section 2]) also gives a bijectiola 
in which a parking function is associated with a code which, by Prtifer's correspon- 
dence, corresponds to a tree. Foata and Riordan [5] present a bijection from parking 
functions on [n] to acyclic functions on [n], and Fran¢on [6] has shown how their result 
may be generalised to a much larger class of selection procedures. Knuth [11, answer to 
Exercise 6.4-31] describes two bijections which are based on those of Foata and Riordan 
[5] and Kreweras [13], but are in fact different from them. Finally, in Section 7 below. 
we describe a bijection which satisfies the property described in part (a) of Knuth's 
answer. In addition to these, Stanley [20--22] has studied how parking functions relat,: 
to noncrossing partitions and to hyperplane arrangements. Parking functions have also 
proved to have interesting algebraic properties. See, for example, the series of conjec- 
tures concerning diagonal invariants and parking functions presented by Haiman [10]. 
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We define a probe to be an attempt by a car to park in an already occupied space, 
and the number of probes of a parking function is the total number of probes made 
by all of the cars. For example, if a car prefers space 3, but parks in space 6 (because 
spaces 3, 4 and 5 were occupied), the car makes three probes. In the language of the 
algorithm TestParking, the number of probes of car i is lo - p(i). In Peterson [16, 
p. 137] (and more clearly in Gessel and Sagan [7, Section 7]), it is shown that the 
number of probes of a parking function p E Pn depends only upon the values which 
the function takes, not the order in which it takes them. I f  the function values were 
rearranged so that p(1 ) ~< p(2) ~< • .. ~< p(n), the cars would park in the order 1,2 . . . . .  n 
and car i would be responsible for i - p(i) probes. Thus the number of probes of p 
is given by Ein=l (i - p(i))  = ½n(n + 1) - ~i"--t p(i). 
In Konheim and Weiss [12, Section 3], an expression is also obtained for the size 
of the set S(T) := {p E Pn: n, (p)  = z}, defined for any z E Sn. Given z, set z(0) := n + 1 
and define 
br(i) := max{j E [i - 1]0: z( j)  > z(i)}. 
Then we have 
IS(z)[ = f i  (i - br(i)). (1) 
i=1 
To see why this is true, notice that if car m parks in space j, its preferred space 
could have been any space numbered i ~<j as long as the spaces i, i + 1 . . . . .  j -  1 were 
occupied before it attempted to park. This will be the case iff all of these spaces are 
occupied by cars numbered less than m. 
We finish this section with a very important alternative characterisation f parking 
functions. We call a function f : In] ~ [n] a major function iff it satisfies the property 
[(i:f(i)<<.m}l>>-m for m=l ,2  . . . . .  n. 
Lemma 1. p is a parking function iff p is a major function. 
This is the special case of Lemma 4 below with a = (1, 1 . . . . .  1). It is also straight- 
forward to prove directly, and has been known for a long time. A proof can be found 
in Gessel and Sagan [7, Theorem 7.2], for example. 
4. Priority queues and allowable pairs 
We follow Atkinson and Thiyagarajah [3] in the following definitions. A priority 
queue is an abstract data type supporting the operations INSERT and DELETEMIN. There 
is an input data stream a=ala2 . . ,  and an output data stream z=zlz2 .. . .  where the 
ai are (possibly repeated) elements of a totally ordered set. Each INSERT operation 
will insert the next element of a into the queue, and each DELETEMIN operation will 
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remove a minimal element of the queue, placing it in the output stream. We only allow 
a DELETEMIN operation when the queue is nonempty. 
We restrict ourselves throughout this paper to the case where a is finite; it follows 
that 3 is also. If tr has length n, then an allowable sequence of n INSERT'S and n 
DELETEMIN'S (that is, one with the property that any initial subsequence contains at 
least as many INSERT'S as DELETEMIN'S) will be called a priority queue computation. 
If tr is the input and 3 is the output of some priority queue computation, we call (a, 3) 
an allowable pair. We write Q, for the set of allowable pairs on [n], by which we 
mean those allowable pairs (a, 3) for which or, r E S~. The following algorithm from 
Atkinson and Beals [1] takes as input a pair (tr, 3) of data streams of length n and 
tests whether it is an allowable pair. (The use of the notation INSERT(ai) rather than 
simply INSERT is for convenience, as it allows us to refer to our location in a.) 
function TestPair((a, ~), n) 
.~ := empty priority queue 
i :=1 
fo r j := l  to n do 
(*) while z/ ~ ~ do 
INSERT(O'i) 
i := i+1 
od 







If (a, z) is an allowable pair, the priority queue computation executed by this algo- 
rithm is called the natural computation for (tr,3) and 3 is called the output of 07,3). 
Many properties of Qn are known. Atkinson and Thiyagarajah [3, Theorem 1] found 
that the number of allowable pairs on [n] is (n + 1)"-I. Moreover, they show in [3, 
Lemma 5] that the number of allowable pairs (tr, 3) having a given permutation z E S,, 
as output is given by the same expression as that which counts the number of parking 
functions having 3 as output ([S(3)I in Eq. (1) above). This suggests the possible 
existence of an interesting bijection between parking functions and allowable pairs on 
[n] which is output preserving. 
As with parking functions, bijections have been found between allowable pairs on 
[n] and labelled trees on n + 1 vertices. Atkinson and Beals [1, Section 3] define such 
a bijection inductively, and Gessel and Wang [8] give algorithms for this bijection. 
A variant can be obtained by letting Y(i,m) denote the result of inserting m within ? 
before the symbol i, where i is 'root' if m is inserted at the end of ~. A different 
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bijection, also defined by induction, is given by Golin and Zaks [9]. This too has a 
variant obtained by connecting • in T~ to the predecessor of max(:zi) in ~i. 
Atkinson et al. [2] generalised the work on allowable pairs by permitting the input 
and output data streams to be permutations of  a multiset Ma = {1~,2 a2 . . . . .  k~'~}. They 
found that the number of  allowable pairs in this case is (1/(n + 1))~[~l (n+l) This 
\ Cl i 7" 
was calculated by constructing a bijection between the allowable pairs and certain k- 
way trees. (A k-way tree is either an empty tree or a root node with a sequence of 
k k-way subtrees.) Their bijection, again defined by induction, is a natural extension 
of  the bijection in Atkinson and Beals [1] for allowable pairs on [n]. We provide 
a corresponding extension of parking functions below (Sections 7), and deduce an 
alternative way of counting these pairs. 
5. Breakpoints 
We now define a parallel concept for both functions [n] ~ [n] and pairs of  permu- 
tations of [n], which turns out to be invariant under our bijection and is crucial to our 
method of proof. 
Let p : [n] ---+ [n]. We say that b E In]0 is a breakpoint of p iff 1{i: p(i) <~ b}l = b. It is 
easily checked that in the case p E P,,, this condition is equivalent to {L[1] . . . . .  Lib]} = 
{i: p(i)<,b}. (We always have {L[1] . . . . .  L[b]} c_{i: p(i)<~b}; then consider the sizes 
of the sets.) In the car drivers description, this says that every driver who wishes to 
park in one of the first b spaces succeeds in doing so. 
Now let (a, z) E S,, × S,,. We say that b E [n]0 is a breakpoint of (a, z) iff {al . . . . .  
ab} = {Zl . . . . .  z~,}. In the case (a ,z )E  Qn, this is equivalent o saying that with the 
natural computation, the queue is empty after outputting zb. (This follows, for if b is a 
breakpoint, once the first b elements of  a have been read into the queue, the body of 
the while loop in the TestPair algorithm will not be executed again until % has been 
output. The converse is trivial.) 
It is clear that 0 and n are always breakpoints of  any p E P~ and any (a, z) E Q,. The 
following lemma shows that at least one other breakpoint often exists in such cases. 
Lemma 2. (a) Let pEP,,, t :~ ,~(p)  and d=t - l (n ) .  Then d is a breakpoint of p. 
(b) Let (a , z )EQ,  and 6=r - l (n ) .  Then 6 is a breakpoint of (a,z). 
This follows as a special case of Corollary 4 when a = (1, 1 . . . . .  1). It is also very 
straightforward to prove directly. 
6. The bijection between parking functions and allowable pairs 
We define functions ~b,l :P,, --~ Q, and ~n : Q~ -~ P,. For n : 0 the functions are trivial 
as the sets have size one. For n >~ 1 we proceed by induction on n. 
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Given p ~ P,,, we define (s , t )= dp,,(p) as follows: 
(~bl) Set t :=zr , , (p)  and d:=t - l (n ) .  
(q~2) Define p~P, ,  I by setting, for i<n, 
p ' ( i ) := ~ p( i ) -  1 if p( i )>d,  
L p( i )  otherwise. 
(q~3) Set ( s ' , t ' ) : -~ , , _ l (p ' ) .  
((/)4) We define s by inserting n into the p(n)th position of  s'. 
Given (a ,z )E  Q,, we define q= 0,,(or, r) as follows: 
(01) Set q(n):  cr I(n) and ~3:=~-I(n).  
(02) Let a '  and r~ be, respectively, ~r and r with n deleted, so (cr',r')~Q,, i. 
(03)  Set q ' : :0 , ,  i(a',r'). 
(~4) For i<n ,  set 
q ' ( i )+ l  i f  q'(i)~>3, 
q( i ) := q' ( i ) otherwise. 
Theorem 1. The functions dp,, and 0,, are well-deJined, output and breakpoint preser~'- 
in,q, mutually inverse bijections between P,,, and Q,,. 
This follows as a special case of Theorem 3, where a = (1, l . . . . .  1). It can also be 
proved directly in a similar manner. Surprisingly, however, we have been unable to find 
a substantially simpler proof of  this result, even when using the results of  Section 9 
below. 
7. Extension to valet functions and priority queues for multisets 
From now on, a = (as) will be a finite sequence of positive integers with k terms, 
and we set n := ~ l ai. Furthermore, if k/> 1, we will let the sequence b = (hi) consist 
of the first k - 1 terms of a and set n ~ := ~,i~1 t b, =t7 - a~. 
We define valet functions in a similar way to parking functions. There are again n 
cars, but this time, there are k types of car and k valets. Each valet is responsible for 
one type of car and has an appropriately sized preferred subset of  the parking spaces 
in which to park those cars. Each valet tries in turn to park all of his cars, with the 
same rules as before. If all of  the cars are able to be parked, the chosen subsets tbrm 
a valet function. 
We again formalise this description. We define a caletfimction on a to be a function 
p :  [k] -+ ?J°([n]) with Ip(i)l = ai for each i for which the following algorithmic function 
returns TRUE. We write P, for the set of  valet functions on this a. (We recall that we 
write p( i )= {pi(1) . . . . .  pi(ai)}, although we do not make any assumptions about the 
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order of the elements pi(1) . . . . .  pi(ai) until we have proved Lemma 3.) 
function Test Valet(p, k, a) 
n:= ~=l  ai 
L := empty array of length n + 1 
for i := l  tok  do 
for j := 1 to ai do 
(t) 10 := min{h l>~ Pi(j) and L[I] is empty} 
i f l 0=n+l  then 
return FALSE 
else 





The following lemma guarantees that if the algorithm retums TRUE, it makes sense 
to speak of the permutation (L[1],L[2],...,L[n]) of M,. As before, we write 7Za(p) for 
this permutation, calling it the output of p. (The proof is delayed until the end of this 
section. ) 
Lemma 3. The ordering of the elements of each p(i) does not affect either the return 
value of the algorithm Test Valet or, if the return value is TRUE, the contents of 
array L at the end of the algorithm. 
Theorem 2. The number of valet functions on a is 
1 l~ I (n+l  ) . 
n+ 1 i=l ai 
Proof. We extend Pollak's proof for the number of parking functions on [n] (see 
Section 3 above) to this case. Consider a circular car park with n + 1 parking spaces 
labelled 1,2 . . . . .  n + 1 in order, and allow each valet to choose a subset of size ai from 
the n + 1 spaces. The cars enter at their preferred space and if necessary drive around 
the circle (in order) until they find an empty space. The number of possible choices of 
subsets is given by 1--[~=1 (,+l) A particular choice of subsets yields a valet function iff 
\ c/i l "  
the empty space left after all n cars park is the (n + 1)th space. By symmetry, as there 
are n + 1 possible choices for the empty space, this happens for precisely 1/(n + 1) of 
the possibilities, giving the stated result. [] 
This result combined with the bijection in Section 8 below yields another method of 
counting allowable pairs, which together with the bijection in Atkinson et al. [2] yields 
a new way of counting k-way trees [4]. Similarly, Pollak's original proof together 
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with the bijection of Kreweras [13] will yield a proof of Cayley's theorem for the 
number of labelled trees on n ÷ 1 vertices. Also, using the 0 - I  matrices introduced by 
Atkinson and Walker [4] to represent k-way trees, we can set p(i) :={l:  m~l= 1} 
(where M(F)=(rn~i ) is the matrix of the k-way tree F), giving a bijection between 
valet functions and k-way trees. This clearly restricts to a bijection between parking 
functions and labelled trees (treating a labelled tree on n ÷ 1 vertices as an n-way 
tree), and it satisfies the property described by Knuth [11] in part (a) of the answer to 
Exercise 6.4-31. This bijection is distinct from all of  those described in Section 3 above, 
but it turns out that it is actually related to that of Moszkowski [15]; modifying his 
bijection by ordering the vertices of the tree using a depth-first search (that is, preorder) 
instead of a breadth-first search gives our bijection. The proof of this is straightforward 
using Lemma 4 and the well-known result that a sequence f (  1 ) . . . . .  f (n  + 1 ) of natural 
numbers (0 is a natural number?) is the down-degree sequence of some tree on [n]0 
t i t  rooted at 0 traversed in preorder precisely when ~i=l  f(i)>~m for m = 1,2 . . . . .  n and 
~'i'+j 1f ( i )=  n. (This latter result is essentially due to Schr6ter; see Rosenbloom [18, 
pp. 152-156, 205] for a proof and references.) 
We can also extend the concept of a major function correspondingly. We say that 
a function f : [k ] - -~@([n] )  satisfying If(i)[----ai for each i is a major function if it 
satisfies the property 
k 
~lf( i )A[m]]>~m for m=1,2  . . . . .  n. 
i--I 
Just as in the parking function case, we have the following 1emma (which is also 
proved below). 
Lemma 4. p is a valet function iff p & a major function. 
We similarly define Qa to be the set of all allowable pairs on the multiset M~, that 
is all allowable pairs (~, ~) where a and z are (multiset) permutations of Ma. 
We also extend the definition of breakpoints to this case. We say that b C [n]0 is a 
~k breakpoint of a function f :  [k] - - -~([n]) ,  where [J'(i)l =ai as usual, iff ~-~i=t [ f ( i )N  
[b][ =b.  I f  p is a valet function, it follows as before that b is a breakpoint iff 
{L[1] . . . . .  L[b]} = {1 ]p(l )N[b]] . . . . .  k [p(k)n[b][ } as multisets. Similarly we say that b ~ [n]0 
is a breakpoint for a pair (cr, z) of  permutations of M, iff {al . . . . .  ah} = {Zt . . . . .  :t,} as 
multisets, and as before, b is a breakpoint of an allowable pair (or, z)E Q~ iff, with the 
natural computation, the queue is empty after outputting ~,. 
Before we prove Lemma 3, we introduce some notation which will make it easier 
to refer to the progress of the algorithms Test Valet and TestPair. Given any function 
p:[k]---+ ~([n])  with ]p(i)[ = ai for each i, we execute the algorithm Test Valet(p, k, a) 
and set 
Ei(j) := {1E [n + 1]: l>~ Pi(j) and L[I] is empty at the start of loop ( i , j ) )  
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and 
/~i(j) := (l E [n + 1]: L[l] is empty at the start of loop (i,j)}, 
so that 
Ei(j)=E~i(j)N {Pi(j) ..... n + 1}, 
where by 'the start of  loop (i,j)', we mean the point (t) in the algorithm when the 
values of  i and j are as given. We will never refer to El(j) or El(j) in cases that such 
a point is not reached. Note that by construction, the (i, j)th car will park in minEi(j) 
if it is less than n + 1 and will fail to park if Ei(j) = {n + 1 }. 
Similarly, if (~,r) are a pair of permutations of M~, we execute TestPair((a,r),n) 
and let ~(i,j) be the contents of the queue d at the point ( , )  where the values of  i 
and j are as given. We will also never refer to ~(i,j) unless such a point is reached. 
Proof of Lemma 3. It suffices to show that if we swap the values of  Pi(j) and 
Pi(j + 1) (where 1 <.j<ai), the output is unaffected, since any permutation of p(i) 
can be achieved by a sequence of transpositions of  this form. 
We use a prime to distinguish between the executions of Test Valet with the original 
ordering of  p(i) and the ordering in which Pi(j) and Pi(j + 1 ) have been swapped 
(the latter having a prime). We note that L =U at the start of  the loop (i,j), as the 
algorithms are identical until this point; in particular, Ei(j)--/?~(j). Consider first the 
case pi(j) < pi(j + 1). Then E~(j) c Ei(j) and one of the following holds: 
(i) El(j)= (n + 1}. Thus E~( j )= {n + 1} as well and the algorithm returns FALSE 
in both cases. 
(ii) minEi( j )  <n+l  but Ei(j+l) = {n+l}.  Then either I/~i(j) O {p~(j) . . . . .  n}l = 1 or, 
if not, /? i( j )N {pi(j + 1) . . . . .  n} ={~. In the former case, either E~( j )= (n + 1} 
if minE,(j)<pi(j  + 1) or E;(j + 1)={n + 1} if not, and in the latter case 
E~(j) = {n + 1 }. Thus in all of  these cases the algorithm returns FALSE for both 
orderings. 
(iii) minEi(j) <n + 1 and minEi(j + 1) <n + 1. Then either minEi(j) < Pi(j + 1), in 
which case rain E~(j) = rain Ei(j+ 1 ) and min E;(j+ 1 ) = min Ei(j), or min El(j) >~ 
Pi(j + 1 ), in which case min E~(j) = min Ei(j) and rain E~(j + 1 ) = min Ei(j + 1 ). 
In either case, neither algorithm returns FALSE at this point, and the arrays L and 
L' are identical after these two executions of the inner for loop. Since the rest of 
the algorithms run identically, the lemma holds in this case. 
The case Pi(j)> Pi(j + 1) is entirely similar and the lemma is thus established. [] 
Proof of Lemma 4. We show that p is not a valet function iff p is not a major 
function. 
Assuming that p is not a major function, we can find an m with ~i]'~_ 1 Ip(i) N [m]l<m, 
so that Y~¢L ]p(i)N{m +1 ..... n}l >n-  m. 
Noting that each possible value of l0 can be used at most once in the algorithm 
and that lo >>-pi(j) for each (i,j), we see that there are more than n - m values of l0 
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greater than m when the algorithm runs, so for some (i, j), we must have 10 = n + 
Thus p is not a valet function. 
Conversely, if p is not a valet function, let (i(~,jo) be the value of ( i , / )  at which 
the algorithm returns FALSE, so that rain Ei,,( jo)=n + 1. Let m := max(E,,,(j0 )\,. {n + 
l} )<p i , , ( j0 )  be the last empty space in L (other than n + 1) when the algorithm 
terminates. Then for each ( i , j )  lexicographically ess than (i0,j0) with pi(j)<~m, we 
have min E,(j)~< m as m remains unoccupied. But as the n m entries L[m + 1] . . . . .  L[n] 
are all occupied, it follows that n -  m terms of p~( l )  . . . . .  P~,,( j0-  I) are greater 
than m, as is p~(jo). So ~~t/" 1 I p ( i )n{m + 1 . . . . .  n}[>~n m + 1, or equivalently 
~:1  Ip(i)N[m][ <~m - 1, proving that p is not a major function. El 
An alternative way of proving this is to number the cars from 1 to n in the order 
p l (1)  . . . . .  pl(al ), p2(1) . . . . .  pi(ai) and then to appeal to the corresponding result for 
parking functions (Lemma 1). 
8. The bijection for valet functions and allowable pairs 
We define functions 4), "P,¢ ---+ Q, and ~b," Q, ---+ Pa. For k = 0 the functions are trivial. 
as the sets have size one. For k ~> 1 we proceed by induction on k. 
Given p~P, ,  we define (s , t )= 4)~(p) as follows: 
(4)1) Sett:=~z,,(p) andD:=t  l(k). Letdo=O,d , ,~ l=n+l  andD {all . . . . .  d,,}, 
where dl <d2 < - . .  <d~,~. 
(4)2) Define p'CPh by setting, for i<k,  
f ( i ) :=  {..J { l -w:  l E p(i)  and d,, </  <d .~l }. 
(4)3) Set (s ' , t ' ) :=Ob(p') ,  
(4)4) We define s by inserting a~. terms labelled k into s' such that s( j )  =k  i f f j  c p(k ). 
Given (a, z )~ Q,, we define q = ~(a ,  ~) as follows: 
(~bl) Set q(k) := a I(k) and A := z - l (k ) .  Let 60 = 0, (5 , ~1 = n+l  and A = {~)1 . . . . .  ~),,.: }. 
where ~ 1 < c~2 < •. • < ,5,~. 
(~b2) Let a '  and z' be, respectively, a and ~ with all k 's  deleted, so (a ' , : ' )~  Qh. 
(tb3) Set q' :=~bh(a',v'), 
(6,4) For i<k,  set 
q ( i ) :=  {..J {2+w:  ;¢Cq'(i) and 0,, <2 +w<~) , , , i} .  
Theorem 3. The J~unctions 4)~ and ~,, are well-deJined, output and breakpoint pre- 
serving, mutually inverse bijections between P, and Q,,. 
Proof. We prove the result by induction on k, the case k = 0 being trivial. We must 
first show that the algorithms are well-defined. The only problematic parts here are the 
steps (4)2) and (~2), where we must justify the claims that f E Ph and (o-' .T')~ Qh. 
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We then show that both functions preserve breakpoints and identify a particular set of 
breakpoints, from which we can deduce that ~ba(p)E Q~ and ~ka(a, z)C P,. Finally, we 
show that Ca and ~k~ are mutually inverse and output preserving. 
Throughout he proof we will assume, without loss of generality, that the ele- 
ments of p(i), p~(i) and the like are listed in increasing order (as already stated in 
Section 2). In particular, this allows us to make statements such as: p~(j) = Pi( j )  - w 
where d~ < pi( j )  <dw+l. 
It is also useful to note here that both (dw -w)  and (6w -w)  are non-decreasing 
sequences, as both (dw) and (CSw) are strictly increasing sequences. 
We use the following figure to guide us in our thinking, for example when we 
consider how to obtain t ~ from t. The top row represents a permutation of M, and 
the bottom row represents the corresponding permutation of Mb. Alternatively, we can 
think of the top and bottom rows as representing L and L' respectively, suggesting the 
relationship between p and p',  E and E t and the like. The shaded boxes in the rows 
represent 0 and n + 1 or n' + 1, which are sometimes needed. Many of the steps in the 
proof given are 'obvious' in terms of this picture, but we prefer to give formal proofs 
in terms of the defining algorithms. 
do =0 dl 
k I/JI 
d 2 d.~ d.~+~ = n + 1 
N 
n~+l 
(i) The step (~b2) is well-defined and nb(p') is ha(p) with all k's deleted. 
We could show that step (4)2) is well-defined by proving that p'  is a major function. 
However, we prefer to show the result directly from the algorithm TestValet, for this 
also allows us to show that rcb(p') is tea(p) with all k's deleted. More precisely, if we 
set t := n~(p) and t' := nb(p'), we show that 
t'(l ') = t(l' + w) where dw < I' + w<dw+l.  (2) 
(Note that because of step (qS1), the t' of step (¢3) really is nb(p').) 
We compare the executions of TestValet(p,k,a) and TestValet(p~,k-  1,b), distin- 
guishing the variables associated with the latter by using a prime. We claim that for 
i<k,  
C1 k 
/~( j )  = (n' + 1} U U {1 - w: l E El( j )  and dw < l <dw+l }. (3) 
w--0 
Before proving this claim, we show that given Eq. (3) for a particular (i,j), it follows 
that 
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ak 
E~( j )={n '+ 1}U U { l -w:  lEE i ( j )  and dw<l<d,,.+l} (4) 
w:0  
for this (i,j). To show this, recall that E[( j )=E~(j) fq{p~(j)  ..... n' + 1}. It is thus 
sufficient to show that for each w we have 
{ l -w:  I E Ei( j)  and dw < l <dw+, } N {pl( j )  ..... n' + 1} 
= { l -  w: IEEi ( j )  and dw <l<dw+l} .  (5) 
Let w0 be such that dwo<pi(j)<d,,o+j, so that p~( j )= p i ( j ) -  wo. We consider the 
three cases w<wo, W>Wo and w=wo separately. I f  w<w0,  then as (d,.+~ 1) -  w 
~<dw0 -w0 <p~( j ) ,  the left hand side of (5) is empty, as is the right hand side, since 
dw+l ~<dwo < Pi(j) <~ minEi(j). 
I f  w > wo, then (dw + 1) - w ~ (dwo+l - (wo + l )) + l > p~(j), so the left-hand side i,~ 
simply { l -  w: l E E l ( j )  and dw < l < d,,.+l }. But as Pi(j) < d,,, it follows that l C Ei( j  t 
iff l E El(j) for l>dw. Thus the right-hand side is the same. 
Finally, if w = wo we have 
{ I -  wo: IEE i ( j )  and 
= {I - wo: l E/~i( j)  
= {l - wo: l E Ei(j) 
dwo < l < dwt,+l } 
and l>~ pi( j )  and dw,, <l <dw,,+l } 
and dwo <l<dwo+l}N{p;( j )  . . . . .  n' + 1}, 
where the last line follows as p i ( j ) -  w0 = p;( j ) ,  and for any l<dwo+l, we have the 
inequalities l - w0 ~<dw0+l - (wo + 1) ~<dak+l -- (ak + 1 ) = n'. Thus our claim about 
E~(j) follows from that about E~(j). 
We now prove our claim about/~;( j ) .  We show that Eq. (3) holds every time (~) 
is reached in the execution of the algorithms. On the first occasion that (t)  is reached. 
we have ( i , j )=(1 ,  1), and as E~( j )= [n'+ 1] and/~ i ( j )=  [n + 1], the claim holds. 
Assume that Eq. (3) holds at (J-) when ( i , j)=(io,jo), where io<k. We have l~ = 
minEio(Jo)<~n, and we let w0 be such that dw0 <10<dw,+l,  noting that l0 ~D for 
i<k. It follows easily from Eq. (4) that fo=minE;o( jo )= lo -  wo. Thus the nexl 
time (t )  is reached, l~i(j)=Eio(Jo)\{lo} and L'~( j )=  ^ ' " ' Eio(Jo)\{lo} (where we have 
( i , j )=(io, jo + 1) or (i0 + 1, 1) according as jo<aio or jo=aio). Thus we have 
/~! • ! 
E~(J) = io(Jo)\{lo} 
=({n '+ l}UO { l -w: lEE i ° ( j ° )anddw<l<dw+l})  
ak 
={n'+ l}U U { l -w: /EE~( j )  and dw<l<dw+l}, 
w~0 
proving the claim about E~(j). 
That p~ E Pb and the claim about nb(p' )  follow immediately: if dw < l~+w = l < d,,, i. 
then for some (i, j) with i<k, l =minEi ( j )  as p is a valet function, and for this (i,j).. 
t i / t  /0 = l and l o -  As t(lo)=t'(l~o)=i, we have t~( l ' )=t( l '+ w), proving Eq. (2). 
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Also, the above showed that for each (i0,j0) with i0 <k,  we have l~ = l0 -w0,  so 
l~ <d~,0+l - w0 ~<d~k+l -- ak = n ~ + 1, thus p~ is a valet function. 
(ii) The step (~2) is well-defined. 
Consider the natural priority queue computation for (0, T). Remove the ith INSERT for 
each iC~r-l(k) and the jth DELETEMIN for each jCz  l(k) to get a priority queue 
computation (actually the natural one) which produces an output of  ~I given an input 
0 -I of 0'. Thus ( ,T ' )EQh. 
This argument can be formalised in terms of the algorithm TestPair, as in part (vii) 
below, but we shall not give details here. 
(iii) qSa preserves breakpoints. 
Let b be a breakpoint of  p and let w be such that d,.<~b<d,,,+l, so that for i<k, 
pi(j)<~b iff p~(j)<~b- w. Also, [p(k)n[b]l=w as t - l (k )={d l  . . . . .  d.k} and b is a 
breakpoint of  p. Thus 
k- I  k 1 
I P ' ( i )~[b-  w][ = ~ ]P(i)N[b]l 
i=1  i=1 
k 
= ~ [p(i)N [b][ - [p(k)f~ [b]] 
i=1  
=b - w, 
so b - w is a breakpoint of  pq 
By the inductive hypothesis, b - w is a breakpoint of (s',t'), so {s~ . . . . .  s~, w} = 
! ! {t I . . . . .  tb_., } as multisets. But we noted above that Ip(k)N[b][=w and t i=k for 
i =d l ,  d2 . . . . .  d~, so 
• . . . . .  u {k  } . . . .  , , 
{t',, ' . . . . .  t,, u W'}  
= {t ,  . . . . .  
showing that b is a breakpoint of (s, t). 
(iv) ¢~ preserves breakpoints. 
We use an argument similar to that of  part (iii). Let b be a breakpoint of (~r, ~) and let 
w be such that 6w~<b<6w+l. Then {zl . . . . .  z t ,}=t  1,..., t, jU{kW}. But as b is a 
breakpoint of (0, Q, we must have {or, . . . . .  cq,} = {a~j . . . . .  a; .... } U {k w} as well. Thus 
/ t {a~l . . . . .  ab w} = {z~l . . . . .  ~b w} and b -  w is a breakpoint for (a ' ,z ' ) .  By the inductive 
hypothesis, it follows that b - w is a breakpoint for q'. 
It is relatively straightforward to show that for i < k, q~(j ) <~ b - w iff qi(j ) <- b. Also, 
Iq(k) n [b][ = la-~(k) n [b][ = w, hence 
k k - - l  
[q(i) A [b][ = Z [q(i) G [b][ + [q(k) n [b]] 
i=1 i=1 
k - I  
= ~ [q ' ( i )A [b -w] [+w 
i=1  
=(b-w)+w=b,  
so b is a breakpoint of  q as required. 
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(v) dw - w is a breakpoint of p~ for each w. 
In the execution of TestValet(p,k,a), we have EI~(I )=DO {n+ 1}, so that d,,. C EdJ) 
for all (i,j) with i<k. Thus for such pairs pi(j)<~d~, iff minEi( j )~dw, from which 
it follows that ~l l ]p ( i ) c> [d~,][ = d , , -  w as rain E,(j) is distinct for distinct (t, J) 
and {rain El(j): i <k} = [n]\D. 
Now for i<k, if pi(j)<d,~ then pl(j)<<,d~, w by the definition of t )~ and the 
monotonicity of d , , -  w. Also, if pi(j)>d,,,  then p~( j )>d, , -  w. Thus p , ( / )<d, ,  iff 
p~(j)<~d~,.- w, and 
k I k--I 
[p ' ( i )N[d , -  w][ = ~ Ip(i)N[dw][ 
t=[ i--I 
= d,,. w, 
as required. 
(vi) ~w w is a breakpoint of (a', r I) for each w. 
Consider the natural computation for ((r,z). Remove the ith INs~:l~l and the /th 
DELF:TEMI:q for each i E~- l (k )  and j~z - I (k )  to get a priority queue computation 
for (a' ,~') ,  as in part (ii) above. 
Note that when k is output in the priority queue computation for (o-,r), the queue 
:2 contains only k's. Thus, in the priority queue computation for (eF, r'), the queue 
will be empty at each point at which k would have been output, that is, after each 
( f i , , -  w)th D~I~ETEMI~. 
As above, this argument can be formalised by comparing the executions of TestPair 
((cr, z),n) and TestPair((a',z'),n'). It similar to, but easier than, the argument in 
part (vii) below. 
(vii) (,b,, produces allowable pairs. 
Given pcP, , ,  we show that (s,t) O,,(P) is an allowable pair. By the inductive hy- 
pothesis, we know that (s',t ')=Oh(p') is an allowable pair, and by step (~/)4) and 
the result of (i) above, (s,t) is obtained from (s',t') by inserting k's into s' and t' in 
positions determined by p(k) and D respectively. 
To show' that (s,t) is an allowable pair, we compare the execution of the algorithms 
TestPair((s, t), n) and TestPair((s', F ), n'), distinguishing the variables in the two exe- 
cutions by using a prime. We set u ( i )=  [s-I(k)rh [ i -  1][ and l~(,j)= [ t - I (k )N [j I][, 
noting that s, =s'i_,,ut if s i¢  k and t --tj_,.~/~' if t i 7L k. (Remember also that 
s I(k)= p(k) and t - I (k)=D.)  As j<~i throughout he execution of the algorithm. 
and ]p(k)N[j]l>~lDN[j][ for all j, we see that u(i)>~v(j) and u(i + l )~>v(, /+ l) 
whenever ( , )  is reached in the algorithm. 
We claim that on each such occasion we have 
~2(i,.j) ~ ~'(i - u(i),j - v( j ) )U  {k ''~i) ,l/)}. 161, 
(Refer to Section 7 above for the definition of ~(i,j).) It is certainly true when 
i= j= 1. Given this result for (i, j)=(io,jo), we consider four possibilities for the 
next step in TestPair((s,t),n), showing that in each case the claim is true the nexl: 
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time ( , )  is reached. We assume that the corresponding execution of TestPair ( (s ' ,  t'), n ' )  
has reached (*) with ( i', j '  ) = ( io - u( io ), jo - v( jo ) ). 
(a) tjo q~ .~ and Sio # k. 
We cannot have t jo=k in this case, for if k ~ -~, then u( io )=v( jo )  from 
Eq. (6). As u(io + 1 ) >>. v( jo + 1 ) but sio # k, we must have u(io + 1 ) = u(io), so 
v(jo + 1)= v( jo)  and hence tjo 5 ~ k. Thus t' - ' is jo--v(jo) ~ "~'' SO Sio--Sio_u(io) 
inserted in both algorithms, giving 
.~(io + 1,jo) = .~(io,j0) U {sio} 
S t = .~'(io - u( io), jo - v(jo)) U {k u(i°)-v(j°)} U { io-,(io)} 
= ~'( io + 1 - u(io + 1),jo - v( jo))U {kU(i°+I)-v(J°)}, 
as u(io + 1)=u( io)  in this case. 
(b) tjo (~ .~ and Sio = k. 
Then after INSERT(Sio) is executed in TestPa i r ( ( s , t ) ,n ) ,  we have 
~(io + 1,jo) = .~(io,jo) U {k} 
= ~'( io - u(io),)o - v ( jo ) )  O {k u(i°)-v(j°) } U {k} 
= .~'(io + 1 - u(io + 1),jo - v( jo) )  U {ku(i°+l)-~'(J°)}, 
as u(io + 1)=u( io )+ 1 in this case. 
(c) t joE3 and tjo #k .  
As tjo ' = (jo--v(jo)' we see that t' t' - jo-v(jo) E .~' ( io--u( io ) , jo - -v ( jo  ) ) and thus jo-v(jo) 
min o~, (as TestPair ( (s ' ,  t'), n') does not return FALSE). It follows from Eq. (6) 
that tjo = min .~(io,jo), and therefore TestPa i r ( ( s , t ) ,n )  does not return FALSE at 
this point either. After the DELETEMIN is executed in each of the algorithms, we 
have removed tjo = tjo_v(jo ) from both ~ and .~', so 
-~(io,jo + I)  = .,~(io,jo)\{tjo }
= (.~'(io - u( io), jo - v ( jo ) )  U {kU(i°)-v(J°)})\{tjo_v(jo)} 
= .~'(io - u( io), jo + 1 - v(jo + 1))U {k"(i°)-v(J°+l)}, 
as v(jo + 1)=v( jo )  in this case. 
(d) tjo E.~ and t jo=k.  
Then jo E D, say jo = dw. So we have 
~( io,jo ) = .~' ( io - u( io ), jo - v( jo ) ) U { k u(i°)-v(j°)} 
= ~'(io -- u( io) ,dw - w + 1)U {kU(i°)-v(J°)}. 
We must have u( io )>v( jo )  as kE~,  so to show that TestPa i r ( ( s , t ) ,n )  
does not return FALSE at this point, it suffices to show that .~ ' ( io -  u(io), 
dw - w + 1)=0.  By (v), dw - w is a breakpoint of p',  and by the induc- 
tive hypothesis, it follows that dw - w is a breakpoint of (s ' , t ' ) .  Thus at the 
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point that t~ ..... . is deleted from the queue, °2' is empty. Let i~ be the small- 
est value of i satisfying i - u ( i )=dw - w + 1 for which ( i l , jo)  occurred as 
a value of ( i , j )  during the execution of TestPair((s , t ) ,n) .  Then il ~<i0 and 
°A'(il - u(il ), dw - w + 1 ) = 0. Now if u(il ) - v( jo)  = u(il ) - w + 1 > 0, it follows 
that t/0 = k E o2 when ( i , j )=  ( i l , jo),  hence il = i0 and °At ( io -u ( io ) ,dw-w+l  ) = 0 
as required. I f  not, then we have °A(i l , j0)=0, which shows that il = j0  =d, .  
Now since v(dw + 1 )<.% u(dw + 1 ) but v(d,,.)= u(dw) and dw E t - l (k ) ,  we deduce 
that d, , .Ep(k) .  Hence si~ =k ,  so that io=i l  + 1 and u( io )=u( i t )+  1, giving 
~Q'(io - u(io),dw - w + 1)= °Q'(il - u(i l ) ,dw - w + 1)=0 as required. Thus 
TestPair((s, t ) ,n)  does not return FALSE at this point. 
After this step, we have j= jo  + 1 and v ( j )=  v( jo )+ 1, so 
~(io,jo + 1 ) = ~( io , jo ) \{k}  
= (°Q'(io - u ( io ) , jo -  v ( jo ) )U  {ku(i°)-"(/°)})\{k} 
= ~'(io - u(io),jo + 1 - v(jo + 1))U {k~(i°)-~(/°+l)}. 
It follows from the analysis of these four cases that our claim holds. It follows 
from our proof of cases (c) and (d) that every time the test tj E .~ is carried out 
in TestPair( (s , t ) ,n) ,  the test succeeds, so (s,t) is an allowable pair. 
(viii) Ca produces valet functions. 
Given (a, z)E Qa, it suffices to demonstrate that q = ~(a , r )  is a major function (ap- 
pealing to Lemma 4), that is, given m E [n], we show that ~=l  [q(i)N [m][ ~>rn. We 
note that by the inductive hypothesis, we already have q' E Ph, so q~ is a major function. 
Let w be such that 6w~<m<cS~,+l. For i<k ,  we can easily deduce that qi( j)<~m iff 
q~(j) <~m - w. Thus ~,k~l [q(i) N [m]l = ~ik_~ 1 [q'(i) N [m -- w]l >~m -- w. But we also 
know that Iq(k) n [m][ = [a - I (k )  n [rn]l >~ [z-t(k)  n [m][ = w, and hence }-~ik_l [q(i)fq 
[m]l ~>m. Thus q is a valet function as required. 
(ix) ~,~b, = Idpo. 
Given p E P~, we set (s, t) := q~a(P), (g, ~) := (s, t) and finally q := ~,,(a, ~) = ~,~b,(p i.
We wish to show that p = q. 
As r=t ,  we have A=D,  so cSw=dw for each w. As p i ( j )~D for i<k  and 
q(k)  = p(k) ,  it is clear that if p '=  q', then p = q. But as p '= ~,n(s', t ')  by the induc- 
tive hypothesis and q '= O~(a', z') by step 0P3), it suffices to show that (s', t ' )=  (a',  z 'h 
However, we showed in (i) that t' is t with all k 's  deleted, and clearly s' is s with 
all k 's  deleted by step (q~4). Also, step (~2) tells us that ¢~ and z ~ are respectively ,~ 
and r with all k 's  deleted. Thus, since (s, t) = (a, r), we have (s',t~) =(a ' , z ' ) ,  so p=q 
and ~la(9 a : Ide,. 
(x) q~a~a = IdQ~ and Zta(~ka(a, Z)) = r .  
Given (a, r) E Qa, we set q := ~ka(a, r), p := q and then (s, t) := C~a(p) = c~a~ka(a, r). We 
firstly show that 7Ca(q): r, and then use this to deduce that (s, t )=  (a, z); these are the 
two results desired. 
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We proceed in a manner similar to that used in (i). We know by the inductive 
hypothesis that (a ~, r ' )=  ~bb(q~), so we also have r~= ~b(q ~) by step (~bl). Comparing 
the executions of Test Valet(q, k, a) with Test Valet(q', k -  1, b), we claim that for i < k, 
ak 
E i ( j )={n+I}UAU U { /+w: /E /~ l ( j )  and gw<l+w<bw+l}. 
It follows immediately from this, as in (i), that 
El(j) = {n + 1} U {bE A: 6 ~>qi(j)} 
ak 
U U { /+w:  IEE~(j) and bw</+w<b, , .+ l} .  
,=o 
We prove the claim by showing that it holds each time (t)  is reached in the algo- 
rithms. The result is trivial on the first occasion, as (i, j )= (1, 1), so that/~/(j)  = [n +1] 
and/9~(j)  = [n' + 1]. Assume the result to be true at (t)  when (i, j)= (io,jo), where 
io<k. We let Wo be such that bwo<qio(Jo)<bwo+l, so  that ~ " qio(Jo ) = qi~ (jo ) - wo satis- 
fies 6wo - wo <q;~,(jo) ~<bwo+l - (wo + 1). But b,,.~,+l - (wo + 1) is a breakpoint of q/ by 
part (iv) and the inductive hypothesis, so it follows that b,,. o -wo  < l~ = minE;o( jo)~ 
bwo+l - (wo + 1). Thus we have 
lo = rain Eio (jo) 
=min({n+l}U{3EA:  b ~>qio(Jo)} 
x 
U 0 { l+w:  IE il,(JO) and bw<l+w ] E'  " < b,v+l} 
w~0 / 
= min({n + 1} U {b E A: b>-qio(jo)} U {l~ + w0}). 
But bw0 < I~ + w0 ~<b,,.,,+l - 1, so 10 = l~ + w0. Thus the next time that (t)  is reached, 
^l  • E ' I  " I we have El(j)= io(Jo)\{lo} and 
Ffi(j) = [;io(Jo )\ { lo } 
=~n+I}UAU 0 
ak ~ l 
={n+I}UAU U { /+w: lEE~( j )  and b.,<l+w<b.,+~}, 
w~0 
as required, where ( i , j )=  (io,jo + 1) or (i0 + 1, 1) according as Jo <aio or jo =aio. 
In particular, this proof shows that at the end of the loop i = k - 1, we have, for 
each w, (L[b., + 1] . . . . .  L[bw+l - I ] )=(L ' [b .  - w + 1] . . . . .  L'[b.,+l - (w + 1)]), and 
L[b.,] is still empty. Thus during the loop i=-k in TestValet(q,k.a), minE~( j )E  A for 
each j (using (vii)), so that ~.(q) is ~b(q') = r'  with k's inserted into the ak positions 
determined by A. Thus ~r.(q)= r as stated. 
We are now able to show that (s, t) = (a, v). We have shown that ~. (q )=v,  but 
t=rc . (p ) ,  so t=r  (as p=q). It follows that D=t l ( k )=r  I (k )=A.  By construc- 
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tion, q i ( j )~A for i<k,  so steps (q~2) and (~94) now yield p ' :q ' .  But then (s',t ') .... 
q)h(p,)= q~h(q')= (0-',r ~) by the inductive hypothesis, so s '=  0-'. But s is ,d with k's 
inserted in the positions determined by p(k)= q(k) and 0- is 0-' with k's inserted in the 
positions determined by 0- L(k)=q(k) .  So s=0-, hence (s , t )=(0- ,z)  and ~,,~p,, : ld¢),. 
(xi) ~,, and ~p~ are both output preserving. 
That ~,, is output preserving is clear from step (4)1), and q),, is output preserving by 
the result of part (x) above. 
Corollary 4. (a) Let pEP , ,  t=Tr~(p) and D=t  l(k). Then maxD is a hreakpoit!l 
qf p. 
(b) Let (0-,:)~Q,, and A=r  I(k). Then maxA is a breakpoint q/(0-,r). 
Proof. 
(a) In part (v) of the proof, we noted that ~ ' !  11 [p(i)N[d,,][ =d,~-  w for each w. 
In particular, when w =ak,  so that d,,. = max D. we have Ip (k )n  [d , , ] l -  a/, . . . .  v 
(as all the cars in p(k)  park in the spaces in D), so ~ i[p(i)N[d~]] &, as 
required. 
(b) In part (vi) of  the proof, we noted that when k is output in the computation of 
(0-. z), the queue ~ contains only k's. Thus when the final k is output, z) must be 
empty, so maxA is a breakpoint of (0-,r). Z~ 
9. Alternative descriptions of the bijections 
It is possible to calculate all of q~,,, ~p,, (recall Section 6), 4),, and 0,, non-inductively, 
as we now demonstrate. 
Given (0-, r) ~ Q,,, we define for each j C In] 
S(a,j) := I{I  C [ j ] :  ol--<0-/}1 
and 
T(z , j ) := l{1c[ j  1]: r />r /}  I. 
We then set q(i) := S(a,  a I ( i ) )+  T(r ,  z l ( i ) )  and claim that q = ~9,,(a, z). 
We can extend this to multisets as follows. Given (0-,r)~ Q~, for each i ~ [k] we 
list the elements of 0--I(i) and r 1(i) in increasing order as 6i(1) . . . . .  6,(a/) and 
~,( 1 ) . . . . .  ~,(ai) respectively. Setting 
q(i) := {S(a, 6 i ( j ) )  + T(r, ~,.(j)): j E [ai]} (7) 
gives q=tp , (a ,z ) ,  as we now show. 
We prove this result by induction. The statement is vacuously true if k 0. For 
k ~> 1, we assume Eq. (7) is true for k - 1, so using the notation of Section 8 we have 
for i < k 
q'(i) = {S(G', ai( J)) + T(t', zi(J)): J E [ai]}. 
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We consider the relationship between S(¢r,6i(j)) and S(¢r',~l(j)), noting that 
a~i(j) = i by definition of ~?/(j). We have 
and 
S(o', ~i( j ) )  -'~ I{ / E [ff i( j)]: O'l ~i}l 
S(cr', 6~(j)) = [{l E [61(J)]: r/~< i}[. 
But it is easy to see that ~rl . . . . .  aa,(j) and a~,. . . ,  O'~;(j)/ differ only in that there may 
be some k's  in the former but not in the latter; as this is the sole difference between 
~r and a',  we see that S(~r, fi(j))=S(~r',ff~(j)). This can be proven formally, but we 
do not do so here. 
A similar argument also shows that 
I{ZE [~i(J) - 1]: "r/>i}l 
and 
T(~', ~i( J ) )  = I{ l E [~;( j )  - 1]: ~ > i}1 
differ in the number of k 's  in r which appear before the ~i( j )  position, and this equals 
w where w satisfies 6w<~( j )+ W<fw+l.  Thus the q(i) given by Eq. (7) satisfies 
qi(j) = q~(j)+ w where 6w <q~( j )+ W<6w+l. Therefore the qi(j) and hence the q(i) 
are as required by step (~k4) of the bijection. 
It remains to show that q(k) is as required. But S(a,~k(j))= [{ l E [6k(j)]: al <~k }1 
= 6k(j) = 6j and T(z, ~k(j)) = 1{ l E [~k(j)-- 1]: Z />k  }[ = O, so q(k) = { ~j: j E [ak] } = 
z - l (k )  as required. Thus this alternative description is equivalent o the one found 
above. 
Next, given a pEPn, we can calculate c~n(p)=(s,t) in the following way. We 
already know that t = 7rn(p), the output of  p. To find s, we use a modified method 
of parking cars, which we will call 'Boston parking'. As before, the cars park on our 
one-way street and the cars arrive in the same order as before. But now, when a car 
parks, it insists on parking in its preferred space. I f  this space is empty, it simply parks 
there. I f  not, it displaces the car currently there to the next space, possibly setting off 
a chain of displacements until some car is pushed into an empty space or beyond the 
end of the row of spaces. A function p : In] ~ In] is called a Boston parking function 
iff no car is displaced beyond the nth space. It is trivial to check that a function is a 
Boston parking function iff it is a (normal) parking function, as at each step during 
the parking process, the same space is filled, albeit with a possibly different car. The 
legal aspects of  this algorithm will be left to those better versed in them! 
As an example, consider the parking function 3, 1, 4, 4, 3, 2. Car 1 parks in space 
3. Then car 2 parks in space 1 and car 3 parks in space 4. When car 4 arrives, 
it pushes car 3 over to space 5 and parks in space 4. Subsequently, car 5 pushes 
cars 1, 3 and 4 along one space, itself parking in space 3. Finally, car 6 parks in 
space 2, which was still empty. The permutation of Boston-parked cars is 265143. 
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Under the usual rules for parking cars, the permutation obtained is 261345. Therefore, 
q~6(314432) = (265143, 261345). 
This alternative description of ~bn can also be extended to the valet functions and 
multiset case with only the obvious modifications. The proof that this bijection is the 
same as q~, or ~ba follows trivially by induction, once we note that the breakpoints of 
Boston parking functions are identical to those of normal parking functions and that 
d,, - w is a breakpoint of p~ for each w. 
10. Tree inversions 
Using the alternative description of the bijection q~,, we can give an interpretation for 
allowable pairs of the inversion enumerator for trees, In(x), which was first described 
by Mallows and Riordan [14]. An inversion in a rooted labelled tree is a pair (b,a) 
with b>a for which the (unique) path from the root to vertex a passes through b. 
The coefficient of x ~ in In(x) is the number of trees on [n]0 rooted at 0 with k 
inversions. 
Kreweras [13] used his bijection between parking functions on [n] and labelled trees 
on [n]0 to prove that the coefficient of x k in l,(x) is the number of parking functions 
on [n] with k probes. To interpret In(x) for allowable pairs, we define an inversion 
of an allowable pair (a , r )  to be a pair (b ,a )E  [n] × [n] with b>a, where b appears 
before a in cr but after a in ~. It follows that the number of inversions of (~r, r) is 
the number of inversions of a (defined in the usual sense for a permutation) minus 
the number of inversions of z. We show that our bijections q~, and ~k, map parking 
functions with k probes to allowable pairs with k inversions and vice versa. 
Theorem 5. The map q;, maps allowable pairs with k &versions to parkin9 functions 
with k probes. 
Proof. Denote the number of probes of car i by k(i). We prove the theorem by showing 
that if p = ~,,(~, ~), then for each i, k(i) equals the number of inversions of (a, z) of 
the form (i,j). We use our alternative description of tp, in this proof. We say that i 
moved after j if a- l ( i )<a- l ( j )  but ~- l ( i )>z - J ( j ) ,  and we define 'moved before' 
in an analogous way. 
Given (cr, z)E Q,, note that 
~-1(i) = [{ jE  [n]:j>i and j is before i in or}[ 
- [{ j  E [n]: j> i  and j moved after i}l 
+[{jE[n] : j=i ,  or j< i  and j  is before i in a}l 
+ [{j E [n]: j< i  and j moved before i }]. 
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From the results of Section 9 above we have p( i )=S(a ,a - l ( i ) )+  T(z,z L(i)). By 
some simple manipulation we see that 
S(a, a - ' ( i ) )  = I{J c [o--I(i)]: o-i ~<i }[ 
= [{jE [n]:j=i, or j< i  and j is before i in a}[ 
and 
T(z,z l ( i ) )= I{ j~ [z-t(/) - 1]: v/>i}l  
= 1{ j ~ [n]: j > i and j is before i in ~ } I 
= I{ jE [n] : j> i  and j is before i in a}[ 
- [{j E In]: j> i  and j moved after i}[, 
since anything bigger than i and before it in z must have been before it in a also. We 
then deduce that 
r - l ( i )  = p(i) + ]{jE [n]: j<i and j moved before i}1 
= p(i) + ]{jE [n]: (i, j) is an inversion of (a,r)  }l. 
However, since n,,(p)=z, it is clear that z - l ( i )=p( i )+  k(i) for each i. We thus 
deduce that k(i) equals the number of inversions of (a,z) of the form (i,j), and the 
theorem is proved. [] 
Corollary 6. The coefficient of x k in In(x) equals the number of allowable pairs in 
Qn with k inversions. 
This can also be proved directly using the recurrence for In(q) given by Mallows 
and Riordan [14, p. 94] and the fact that any (a, z)E Qn can be written in the form 
(7i, n6, ~n~), where (7, ~) and (3,/~) are allowable pairs, and 7g,,, means 7 with n inserted 
in the ith position. (Note that this is different from the meaning of 7/i.m) in Atkinson 
and Beals [1].) 
11. Comparison with other bijections 
It is worth considering whether our bijection is simply the composition of a known 
bijection between parking functions and trees together with one between trees and 
allowable pairs. However, considering the parking function 3, 1, 4, 1, 5, 9, 2, 6, 5 on 
[9], with ~b9(314159265)= (472193856,241357896), we find that the trees produced by 
the bijections described in Section 3 (not considering the family described by Fran9on 
[6]) and those produced by the bijections described in Section 4 are all distinct. Thus 
our bijection cannot be written as a composition of any pair of the previously known 
bijections. It would be interesting to find some natural bijections between trees and 
parking functions or allowable pairs which provide such a composition. 
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It would also be interest ing to find extensions o f  some of  the known bi ject ions be- 
tween parking funct ions and trees to bi ject ions between valet funct ions and k-way trees, 
and especial ly to find ones wh ich  preserve some general isat ion of  inversions and probes. 
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